
Elite Security Services Introduces Digital Cellular Backup Technology for their 

Glendale Home Security Systems Customers Without Landline Telephone.  

 

The Glendale home security systems industry is abuzz with the recent introduction of 

digital cellular technology to the Elite package from Elite Security Services. This 

advanced technology would help households avail round the clock domestic protection 

facility without a landline telephone connection.  

 

Elite Security Services, nation's leading provider of domestic security service, have just 

beefed up their Glendale home security systems with the addition of digital backup 

technology to their Elite package. This technology is one of the most recent innovations 

in the home protection industry and allows users to enjoy undisturbed security service 

without a basic telephone connection. Elite Security Services presently offers their 

service all over the United States and Canada for an economical price range. Within a 

year in the industry, they have emerged as the top home security service provider in this 

part of the world. Apart from the Elite plan, the company has two more service packages 

for their customers. 

 

The introduction of this new technology is a significant step ahead for the Glendale 

home security systems industry because conventional security plans require a landline 

telephone in order to communicate with their monitoring stations. The enhanced Elite 

plan from Elite Security Services utilizes cellular communication to get in touch with the 

nearest monitoring stations. This technology would also be helpful for households with a 

landline connection because it enables systems to keep functioning even when the 

telephone lines are down. This package is now available in Glendale for a monthly rental 

of $44.99 per month.  

 

Elite Security Services has been operating in Glendale since last one year. The company 

is owned and managed by acclaimed security consultant Paul Shakuri. While introducing 

this technology, he said, "We have been working on this technology for quite some time, 

and now we are ready to offer this benefit to all of you. Many households no longer use 

landline telephones but require domestic protection. This package has been designed 

specifically for those homeowners". Glendale home security systems industry experts 

have welcomed the introduction of this advanced technology by Elite Security Services.   

 

About the Company: Elite Security Services is a rapidly growing company in the home 

security industry. They offer highly efficient and economical home security solutions in 

America and Canada.  
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Contact 

Paul Shakuri 

Phone: 800-880-9569 

Website: http://www.YourAlarmNow.com 
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